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ABSTRACT

We describe two systems ~hat use interactive computer-

coutrolled video for shared awareness and casual com-

munication. Polyscope lets users monitor a large num-

ber of video sources simultaneously. Observers are pro-

vided with a wiudow containing a collection of franle-

grabbed bitmap images or animations. These images

can be used to access additional video services, such as

videophone. Vr-ooms is a follow-on system, which em-

ploys a strong spatial metaphor. Users can enter and

leave virtual rooms. Once in a virtual room, users can

see and be seen by all the other occupants, and have

easy access to other video, audio, and text-based com-

munication tools.

KEYWORDS: group work, collaboration, casual interac-

tion, video, virtual spaces

INTRODUCTION

Despite the ongoing tclccomrnunications revolution,

physical proximity is still extremely important to co-

operative work [4]. “1’he everyday life of people in orga-
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nizations depends upon the chance encounters and easy

access that result from people sharing physical space.

The ultimate aim of our project is to create the same

atmosphere of casual awareness and informal interac-

tion between people at sites that might be physically

separate,

We are interested in supporting shared awareness: dis-

tribution of general information about the environment,

both physical and social. Such information includes

who’s here, what they are doing (if they want this to

be known), whether they are available for interactions,

and what’s happening in the common areas. We also

want to support informal interactions: the sorts of con-

versations that occur around coffee pots, mailboxes, in

the hallways, and the like. In such interactions, the

purpose, duration, and degree of involvement of the in-

teraction is not planned in advance (in contrast to e.g.

a scheduled meeting), but is negotiated in a subtle and
dynamic fashion during the course of the interaction.

We believe that support for these two activities should

be intertwined, since awareness is a prerequisite for in-

formal interaction.

We have constructed two systems to explore these is-

sues: Po@scope and Vroorns. Both make use of the

extensive collection of audio-video gear at EuroPARC,

which includes video cameras and monitors, micro-

phones and speakers, a framegrabber, and workstations

with bitmap displays, The video and audio equipment

is all interconnectable via a computer-controlled switch-

ing network [2], and the workstations are on an Eth-

ernet computer network. Every researcher’s office at

EuroPARC is equipped with video and audio input and

output devices, as are many of the common areas, so

we have a unique opportunity in the Laboratory to ex-

periment with ubiquitous audio-video,

PRIVACY CONCERNS

Ubiquitous video raises numerous concerns about pri-

vacy. How do people feel about having cameras in their
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offices and in public areas? What sorts of controls are

felt to be necessary? Will a significant number of peo-

ple simply not want cameras in their offices at all? To

a considerable extent we and other researchers at Euro-

PARC have been attempting to answer these questions

empirically, by putting systems in place and gathering

peoples’ reactions. However, early in the course of this

project we proposed two abstract design principles for

video systems: ccmtr-ol and symmetry.

I should be able to confroi whether or not others can see

me, and under what conditions. Thus, I should be able

to choose whether, when, and with what sort of noti-

fication I allow a frame-grabbed image to be sampled,

or a full video connection to be made. Alternatively,

I should be able to in effect post an electronic notice

that says “do not enter,” and be assured that it will be

respected.

Symmetry means that I can see you if you can see me.

This principle doesn’t mean that I must see you if you

can see me, only that I have that option if I should

choose to exercise it. Further, the kinds of information

should be comparable: if you can see full live video of

me, I should be able to see full live video of you; if you

can see frame-grabbed images of me, I should be able

to see frame-grabbed images of you; and so forth.

These principles were arrived at through a combina-

tion of a priori concerns (a search for simple rules that

would satisfy a desire for video privacy), and discus-

sion with potential users. In the discussions, control

was universally regarded as important; symmetry was

controversial, We decided to provide both as options,

then see how well they fared in the light of implemen-

tation and actual use. (See the “Experience” section

later in the paper.)

POLYSCOPE

Polyscope allows an observer to monitor a large num-

ber of video sources conveniently and simultaneously,

by providing a two-dimensional array of frame-grabbed

video images in a workstation window. The observer

can select which of the available sources to monitor;

these images are then updated periodically at an in-

terval determined by the observer. On the source side,

potential sources of video (e.g. researchers with video

cameras in their offices) can decide whether or not to

make video available.

There are two types of Polyscope windows: Observers

and Sources. An Observer window (Figure 1) displays

some number of screen images in a rectangular grid.1

Each image is is labeled with its name and last update

1Due to space limitations in this paper Figure I shows only

4 images, but typically 15–20 sources are available and can be

displayed simultaneously. The images shown are 200 by 150 bits,

with no gray scale.

time. The display is tailorable in various ways. The

user can select a subset of the available sources, can

control whether or not they are animated and how of-

ten they are updated, can rearrange the display, and

can decide whether or not new sources are added auto

matically as they become available.

An interesting feature of the system is that we can pro-

vide a simple form of animation. Rather than a single

video image, we can grab several images in rapid suc-

cession, and then display them repeatedly. This sort of

animation has proven effect ive in showing at a glance

whether there is activity in an area being observed, and

is fun to watch.

A Polyscope observer window is also an interface to

other services provided by the audi~visual system.

Clicking on an image will pop up a menu of op-

tions, including g!ance (a brief one-way connection with

feedback—the analog of poking one’s head in someone’s

office) and videophone (a longer-term, two-way, negoti-

ated connect ion).

A Source window (Figure 2) controls a particular video

source, typically a camera on a desktop in a researcher’s

office. Source windows implement the control and sym-

metry principles described in the “Privacy” section in

the following manner.

The Mode line in a source window controls what in-

formation is being made available: no information, a

short text message, or manual or automatic video. In

manual video mode, an image is grabbed only at the

request of the owner of the source window. In auto-

matic video mode, images are automatically grabbed

under control of the observers (typically once a minute).

Grab Now, Save, and Restore are used in conjunction

with manual video mode. Grab Now records images

when pressed. Save and Restore write and read images

to and from files. For example, if a user has a useful

image or animation—say of being on the phone, or of

typing furiously—he or she can save it and use it again

later.

The Feedback line specifies what sort of feedback is de-

sired: Off, Names Only (a list of names of all observers

watching this source), or Video (video images of all ob-

servers watching this source). Finally, the Video S ym-

metry Required line specifies whether or not symme-

try is required. If no, then any observer can view this

source, irrespective of whether or not that observer in

turn makes video information available. If yes, then to

see video from this source, an observer must in turn

make video available.

EXPERIENCE WITH POLYSCOPE

Polyscope was in experimental use at EuroPARC for

two months by a dozen researchers and administrators.
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Figure 1: A Polyscope observer window

IMode (chome ~t-ie,): off Text Chly Manual Video ~
Text:

Number of Animation Frarrws Permitted: 2

KiEiEIl EiE!E@3 l“-= ‘“’9+

Feed back (choo~e title): ~ Names 13nly Video

Video Symmetry ~eql-~ired? ~ Yes

Figure 2: A Polyscope source window
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Users commented favorably on the facility it provides to

view many video sources simultaneously-a facility not

otherwise available with current EuroPARC systems—

and on its interface to other AV systems. They com-

mented unfavorably about the reliability of the initial

release (subsequently much better), and about its speed

(still not great).

The manual video facility proved unexpectedly popular.

When the system was first released, there was a rash

of “home movies” on display, for example, a researcher

mutating into Elvis Presley. In response to user re-

quests, in a second release of the system we added Save

and Restore buttons to make it easier to provide these

custom images. Once the novelty factor had worn off,

the number of home movies diminished, but not to zero.

However, these home movies are moving away from the

original Polyscope goal of awareness of what is going on

now. In future systems, then, it would be worthwhile

to allow home movies and up-to-date frame-grabbed

images to co-exist. (See the ‘(l?uture Work” section be-

low.)

We instrumented the system to gather statistics about

its use; we were particularly curious about how the ab-

stract control and symmetry principles fared in a real

implementation. The results for symmetry were sur-

prising. In the abstract, people often commented that

feedback and symmetry were important. In practice,

Names Only feedback was used approximately 22% of

the time, and Video feedback less than l~o; feedback

was off the other 77Y0. (These statistics are for a month

and a half of sporadic use by 13 users. ) People did indi-

cate that they liked having the capability of requesting

the feedback. Video symmetry was almost never re-

quested, and despite its abstract appeal, after actually

using the system few people thought it useful.

A fundamental problem with Polyscope concerns the

way it satisfies the symmetry principle, and to a lesser

extent, the control principle. The intent was to enforce

a basic property of face-to-face interaction, namely, the

mutual accessibility and visibility of participants. This

goal was satisfied, but at the cost of an interface with

various options, which forces users to make explicit de-

cisions about their accessibility and visibility.

Another weakness of the symmetry principle is that one

user having Auto Video on doesn’t necessarily mean he

or she is providing qualitatively similar information to

another user with Auto Video on. For example, the

camera positioning might be different, or the lighting

might provide a less clear picture. (For a time one

researcher had his camera focussed on his keyboard,

providing an image of typing hands or nothing. This

gave information, but not the same sort as a wider view

into an office.) Finally, the actual experience with the

Video Symmetry switch implies either that this isn’t a

useful way of satisfying the symmetry principle, or that

this principle is unimportant in this application. (The

small bitmap images provided in Polyscope are much

less intrusive than full live video; people seem to feel

more strongly about symmetry in this latter case.)

VROOMS

Our second system, Vrooms, deals with some of the

social and interface issues raised by Polyscope, in par-

ticular the way Polyscope satisfies the symmetry and

control principles by using control panels with explicit

options.

Our metaphor here is one of virtual rooms (vrooms). A

virtual room is a place for social interaction and con-

versat ion. Each vroom is a workst at ion window con-

taining a Polyscope-like collection of bitmap images.

This presentation metaphor allows us to dispense with

some of the complexity of Polyscope’s interface. In-

stead of many options, we make use of people’s tacit

knowledge of what it means to be in a room. Being

in a vroom with others means that you can see them

and they can see you, and that both have the option

of initiating a conversation, and that this conversation

will usually be more casual than one whose initiation

involves a purposeful trip by one person to the other

person’s location.

Virtual rooms differ from physical rooms in that one

can be “in” more than one vroom at a time. This im-

plies that being in a virtual room involves less commit-

ment than being in a physical room. Further, the slow

refresh rate and low resolution of our frame-grabbed im-

ages mean that less information is available about the

real activity of the person behind the virtual presence—

not altogether a negative property, since it is less intru-

sive.

The current implementation uses a client-server archi-

tecture. A server program maintains a database of all

existing vrooms, their occupants, and other details. A

client program runs on the machine of each vrooms

user, and exchanges information with the server using

remote procedure calls.

A user sees a vroom as a window on his or her work-

station. A vroom has small animated, frame-grabbed

images of each of its occupants, positioned arbitrar-

ily within the vroom. The vroom can also hold var-

ious sorts of shared objects, such as communication

devices. In the current implementation the only such

sort of shared object is a text box, in which users can

type statements. Discounting communication delays,

all users with a window open on the vroom see the

same cent ents. If any user makes a change-for exam-

ple moving his or her image or typing in a statement in

a text box—the change is sent to the server, which up-
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l’igure 3: Setting up a full video and audio connection in a vroom

dates its own database and also broadcasts the change

to all other users with an open window on that vroom.

Top-level access to vrooms is via several buttons [6]

on the user’s display: enter existing vroom, create new

vroom, and delete uroom. Pressing enter existing vroom

creates a new window on a vroom; create new vroom

creates a new vroom as well as a window on it. A

user’s image remains in the vroom as long as the cor-

responding window is open on his or her screen; when

the window is closed, the user automatically leaves the

vroom. Closing the window doesn’t delete the vroom

from the server’s database, however; others may still be

in it. Such a deletion can be performed using the delete

m-oom button.

Thus, in Vrooms the symmetry principle is autonlati-

cally and unobtrusively satisfied. The actions of open-

ing a window on a vroom and entering it are bound

together by the user interface, as are those of closing

the window and leaving a vroom. Once I’m in a vroom,

I can always see all the other occupants, and they can

see me.

Once in a vroom, an occupant can move his or her im-

age around in the room, and can create, delete, or move

text boxes. More importantly, an occupant has several

ways of communicating with other occupants. If an oc-

cupant moves close to the image of another occupant,

a full tw~way video and audio connection is immedi-

ately set up between the two on a separate monitor

(Figure 3). When either person moves away, the con-

nection is broken. The vrooms systeln provides feed-

back that a connection will be set up—if an image is

moved close enough to another, a thick grey box will be

drawn around the two images of the people in conversa-

tion. This box appears in the windows of all occupants

of the vroom, to let others know that a conversation is
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taking place. In addition, any user can type text into

a shared text box.

The Vrooms interface for setting up a full video/audio

connection is simpler than the videophone protocol

used by Polyscope and other systems at EuroPARC.

This standard protocol requires explicit acts by the

caller to to select the person being called, by the called

person to accept the call, and by either or both to ter-

minate the call. In Vrooms, the act of entering a vroom

sets up an implicit agreement that one is willing to be

contacted by other people in that vroom, thus obviating

the need for these more explicit acts.

RELATED WORK

The Cruiser [7] project at Bell Communications Re-

search shares many of the goals of Polyscope and es-

pecially Vrooms. It uses multi-media, including video

and audio, and a virtual space metaphor to support ca-

sual communication. Cruiser provides virtual hallways

which one can cruise, and in the process encounter other

people or peek into offices. It implements the symmetry

and control principles. Perhaps the most significant dif-

ference between Cruiser and Vrooms is that, for privacy

reasons, Cruiser explicitly does not support continuous

video or activity monitoring. In contrast, in Vrooms

users are encouraged to hang out in one or more vrooms

(represented there by a frame-grabbed image). Based

in part on the experience with Polyscope, we believe

that these small images represent a small enough intru-

sion and commitment that it would be acceptable to

remain for long periods in a vroom,

The use of virtual rooms as places to communicate was

inspired by the multi-user adventure game Tiny MUD

[1], as well as earlier programs such as the Plato sys-

tem’s Talkomat ic. The metaphor of rooms has been

used in other interfaces as well, e.g. Rooms [3]. Shared

manipulation spaces are provided by such systems as

Colab [8], VideoDraw [9], Shared ARK, and Shrdit.

The text box mechanism in Vrooms is related to a

window-based talk facility used at Project Athena at

MIT. Originally designed to broadcast systems mes-

sages about printer availability and the like, the fa-

cility is now used to provide informal consulting, to

arrange late-night Chinese restaurant trips, and many

other sorts of informal interactions [5]. We find this us-

age pattern very encouraging for Vrooms. Also related

are the Unix “talk” program, and the Talk facility in

Xerox Interlisp.

FUTURE WORK

Both authors were visiting researchers at Rank Xerox

EuroPARC while this work as being done, and have now

returned to their respective home institutions. How-

ever, we hope that others will continue work in this

area. One important activity would be involving users

in the design and evaluation of future systems of this

sort. As described above, we did have some discussions

with potential users before constructing Polyscope, and

gathered some preliminary statistics and user reactions
to it. However, more extensive user studies would be

appropriate. Vrooms became operational just before

the end of the visit, and it would be important to gather

user experience with it, and then involve these users in

a re-design if in fact it seemed to fulfill a need in the

workplace.

An interesting question is whether people’s intuitions

about social space (i.e., how close to approach someone

that you know slightly in order to suggest that you

want to converse) will work in a non-embedded view

such as Vrooms provides. A Vrooms window provides

a ‘(god’s-eye view” of the social world, in which you

appear in the same format as everyone else, in contrast

to ordinary life, in which you view other people from

a radically different perspective than that from which

you view yourself. This issue may be an important one

in the design of computer systems that support social

interaction.

Our full design for Vrooms was more elaborate than the

system that we had time to implement. One important

additional feature in this full design is a mechanism to

allow transitions from two-way to multi-way conversa-

tions using split-screen images and audio mixers. We

would like to provide additional sorts of shared com-

munication objects, such as shared text editors, shared

drawing programs, and posted announcements or pic-

tures. (Our implementation uses object-oriented tech-

niques, so as long as these other objects obey the cor-

rect protocol they could be accommodated.) Given the

popularity of Polyscope’s manual video and animation

facilities, we’d also like to have “art vrooms” specifi-

cally for users to display interesting custom animations

that they have produced.

Finally, a “door” mechanism would allow moving
among vrooms. A door to another vroom could be

placed in a vroom; when the user clicked on it, he or

she would leave the current vroorn (thus deleting its

window from the screen), and enter the new one. One
could optionally remain in the existing vroom as well

as entering the new one. (A feature of being in virtual

rather than physical space is that one can be in several

places at once.) Doors could also be used to control ac-

cess to some vrooms, for example by checking visitors

against a list of allowed occupants, by asking pern~is-

sion to enter of those already in the vroom, by locking

a vroom from inside, and so forth. Each person’s of-

fice would have a corresponding vroom as well. Bor-

rowing an idea from Cruiser [7], doors to these offices

could also be placed in a corridor vroom. Individuals

would of course control access to their own offices: we



envision this being done by altering the door icon to

be closed, open a crack, half-open, fully open, and so

forth. (Again, we are trying to tap into the rich set of

conventions people have now for using physical doors.)

For an open door, one could see a much-reduced image

of what was in the vroom.

The focus of Polyscope and Vrooms as they are cur-

rently implemented is somewhat different: Polyscope

emphasizes awareness and monitoring, Vrooms casual

communication. On the balance we prefer the Vrooms

approach, since it is more solidly grounded in pe~~

pie’s spatial intuition. Therefore, we are interested”

in augmenting the Vrooms design to encompass more

of Polyscope’s awareness functions. For example, we

might make the capability for immediate video con-

nections be a property of some vrooms but not oth-

ers. Then, rather than a Polyscope observer window,

one could have a common vroom without imediate

video connection capability in which most people rou-

tinely hung out, with minimal commitment. Again,

whet her users find the Vrooms approach more intuitive,

and whether they would in fact find it useful for this

awareness function, needs to be investigated.

The full benefit of these systems would become appar-

ent only after they are used to connect physically re-

mote sites. Recently, Paul Dourish and others have im-

plemented the lower-level parts of a system that spans

multiple sites (EuroPARC in England and PARC in

California), allowing frame-grabbed images from cam-

eras in both labs to be viewed on a single display. We

hope that Polyscope or Vrooms-like systems will be im-

plemented on top of these lower-level protocols.
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